TeamCity 6.5 Release Notes
Feature
TW-994 - Display .NET Code Coverage results gathered by TeamCity in VisualStudio
TW-1009 - Take responsibility from the overview page
TW-2870 - Projects page: write "Fixed by you" instead of "Fixed by <my name>"
TW-3789 - Filter Duplicates/Inspections choosers by current project VCS roots
TW-4612 - Project-level properties
TW-4956 - Ability to collapse tests by groups in the failed tests list
TW-5428 - Support variables in VCS roots, dynamic VCS roots
TW-5468 - Allow to artifact-depend on last build with a given tag
TW-5701 - List of parameters that are passed to a build
TW-6331 - Add menu item TeamCity -> Code Coverage to plugin menu
TW-6637 - Generate AssemblyInfo.cs file with AssemblyVersion attribute
TW-6709 - Watch and apply changing agent part of a .zip plugin deployed under .BuildServer/plugins
TW-7112 - Update agent if its distribution is updated on server
TW-7136 - Option to check that files under Subversion are not outdated before remote run submit
TW-8326 - Automatically create personal builds for commits into branches
TW-9310 - Powershell runner
TW-9367 - Support properties references in SVN labeling comment
TW-9804 - Log for build configuration settings editing
TW-9808 - Git checkout by tag
TW-9925 - Allow to set agent free disk space to clean for a build in UI
TW-11012 - .NET thread dumps should support .NET 4.0 processes
TW-11072 - Support build-specific parameters (provided via custom build run dialog) in checkout rules
TW-11118 - Display configuration parameters on the build's Parameters tab
TW-11308 - Allow to run personal build on subversion branch by specifying branch name in parameters
TW-11410 - Unable to access git repository protected by HTTP Basic Auth
TW-11514 - Allow to group current problems by build configurations
TW-11618 - Allow swabra to log modified files information into the build log
TW-11977 - Support property references in SVN labeling rules
TW-12117 - Support Amazon VPC instances
TW-12260 - Detect Windows SDK for Windows 7 and .NET Framework 4 on agent
TW-12569 - Support Amazon Virtual Private Cloud for EC2 agents
TW-12823 - Ability to define Svn labeling rules in Build Configuration rather then in the VCS root
TW-13283 - MyChanges: don't paint red my build if all failed tests are under responsibility of other people
TW-13295 - Date chooser visual design proposal
TW-13296 - Rename "responsibility" into "under investigation"
TW-13370 - Add ability to copy build steps
TW-13557 - Allow to specify workspace name pattern for client-side Perforce checkout
TW-13559 - Display TeamCity user (if available) on Change details page
TW-13563 - Provide an option to globally configure artifact cleanup for dependent builds
TW-13656 - Delay maven build starting when it is triggered by a change in snapshot artifact change and the build that
deployed the artifact is still running
TW-13733 - VS plugin: add "Open Folder in Windows Explorer" command
TW-13770 - Add information about Java used by the TeamCity Agents in usage statistics
TW-13863 - Clearcase agent side checkout makes too much assumption about structure
TW-13946 - Display full problems list for a change on test tab instead of just failed tests
TW-14240 - Provide DotNetFrameworkSDK properties for 3.5 and 4.0 frameworks
TW-14246 - Make XML report exclude patters like checkout rules
TW-14287 - TFS: treat VCS paths as case insensitive
TW-14322 - Allow to dump own agent process thread dump from web UI
TW-14377 - Make XML test reporter options available as a build Feature
TW-14453 - Do not update artifact file timestamp if the file is equal by content to one downloaded via artifact
dependency
TW-14550 - Rework property chooser to work as completion
TW-14633 - Merge when appling shelved changes
TW-14679 - Add ability to name build steps
TW-14715 - Support NUnit 2.5.9
TW-14756 - MSTest runner should support wildcards
TW-14788 - Add functionality which allows collect changes for Remote Run as soon as possible
TW-14864 - Support for MSpec
TW-14886 - Ability to browse hidden artifacts files from UI
TW-14902 - Report build start date in REST API calls for build lists
TW-14920 - Ensure NAnt 0.91 Alpha 2 Release supported
TW-15000 - Add Git support to Create Maven Build Configuration page
TW-15160 - Optionally allow to specify path to gradlew script
TW-15217 - Expose related P4 environment variables when using Perforce checkout on agent
TW-15301 - Allow to customize branch patterns for remote run on branch

TW-15301 - Allow to customize branch patterns for remote run on branch
TW-15336 - Add personal build icon to personal build notification in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
TW-15347 - Do not publish artifacts of the user-canceled build
TW-15353 - Remove (or add an option to bypass) repository mirrorring in Maven artifact trigger
TW-15381 - Add property with path to bundled dotCover
TW-15474 - Add "send usage statistics anonymously" checkbox on the license agreement page which is shown when
the server starts for the first time
TW-15499 - Update of build number from the step should make make new build number available for succeeded steps
TW-15503 - Add service messages to change build properties and environment variables for next running build steps
TW-15549 - User JDBC driver: allow a user to use their custom JDBC driver
TW-15571 - Collect changes for branch remote-run when build is added to the queue
TW-15651 - Support Amazon EC2 Japan region
TW-15652 - Provide a link on build configuration administration settings to audit for the build configuration settings
changes
TW-15670 - New IDEA project runner does not support test reordering
TW-15691 - Support filtering builds by date range in REST API
TW-15711 - Provide build statistics values via REST
TW-15712 - Teamcity report "ClientApplication" name to Starteam
TW-15753 - Turn echo off by default for command line custom script
TW-15758 - Ability to add extra build steps within a set of inherited build steps
TW-15864 - Allow to hide build configurations on the Overview page just like we hide projects
TW-15888 - Make sure IDEA requests focus on successful open in IDE operation
TW-16154 - Note parameters that were changed during the build
TW-16163 - Allow to use build-provided parameters in VCS label name
TW-16197 - Adjust issue tracker projects field to hold many projects
TW-16399 - Allow to specify agent installation target path on agent push
TW-16433 - Bundle PowerShell runner
TW-16483 - Add description text to Agent Push tab with the feature description

Usability Problem
TW-908 - Windows Tray notifier doesn't support proxy configuration
TW-2674 - Display helper text when there are no Projects/Changes visible
TW-3314 - Opening an URL requiring login fails if first login attempt was unsuccessful
TW-3814 - On failed login attempt from IDE, does not close login dialog
TW-5371 - possibility to show together progress message and test statistics in build status bar
TW-5403 - Do not show errors if connection drops with no user interaction
TW-5497 - On server cleanup, issue user-friendly message in the plugin
TW-7627 - IDEA plugin: TC-login modal window could use better title
TW-8561 - Separate "same snapshot" artifact dependency choice
TW-8983 - Use human-friendly timestamps (2 minutes ago) on Overview
TW-10065 - Aways show my changes in popup, even when there are lots of others' changes and 'Show all>>>' is
shown at the ent of the list.
TW-10243 - Map F1 button for TeamCuty tool window
TW-10244 - Map F1 button of the Remote Run dialog box
TW-11575 - Bold text is not good for marking new tests in TC plugin for IntelliJ IDEA
TW-11750 - Make "Path to Subversion" option more clear
TW-12195 - IDEA plugin toolwindow is not DumbAware
TW-13517 - Turn off options "Show in editor" for duplicates and inspections runners if corresponding configurations
disappeared
TW-13657 - When no serverUrl is set in buildAgent.properties file agent tries to connect to localhost:8080
TW-14039 - Confusing "couldn't find any matching files" in the build log from XML report parser
TW-14179 - Display build problems using standard build presentation on My Changes
TW-14255 - Add build step description text into steps reordering dialog
TW-14259 - No details in "is not a path to ClearCase view" validation error message
TW-14549 - When I delete an archived project, I get back to a list of active projects, not archved projects
TW-14612 - Personal build commit fail error dialog is unreadable
TW-14634 - Unshelving changes overwrites files without waning
TW-14651 - Make "Unable to find Gradle's home" error more user-friendly
TW-14654 - Swabra should display note in settings when it requires handle.exe, but it is not installed
TW-14655 - Improve "Handle path not defined" message in the build log
TW-14665 - Swabra paths text area should be automatically opened if it has content
TW-14666 - Swabra paths to monitor always work as if "+:." is present in the rules
TW-14729 - Make NUnit runner error message clearer in case no matching assemblies found.
TW-14827 - Turn "filter by solution" local changes filter off by default
TW-14882 - dotCover warning message misleading
TW-15436 - It is hard to get the total number of detected changes from Local Change tool window
TW-15628 - Let's use italic in the history for failed to start builds
TW-15698 - Build log for MSBuild build is substantially larger in TeamCity 6.0 comparing to 5.x
TW-15793 - Improve TFS VCS root creation form providing guidance for Url and Root fields
TW-15811 - Make filtering by not related to current project more obvious
TW-15821 - My Changes shows too much (all changed files) if I expand the change

TW-15821
TW-15833
TW-15851
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TW-15977
TW-15978
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TW-16057
TW-16060
TW-16072
TW-16125
TW-16167
TW-16275
TW-16279
TW-16380
TW-16398
TW-16637
TW-16768

-

My Changes shows too much (all changed files) if I expand the change
Administration->Server Configuration->Cloud tab should be renamed to 'Agent Cloud'
TeamCity Integration plugin for Idea - need "responsibility is taken" icon
Unable to run Maven goals without a pom.xml file
Display "<empty>" for empty property values in property tables
Brush up parameters presentation on build's Parameters tab
Improve "Current problems" page contents when there's no content
When displaying properties inherited from project, make sure it's clear where from they originate
Do not display tooltip over checkbox in Remote Run dialog
Improve agent thread dump taken message
Preserve build parameters when a build configuration is associated with a template
Redundancy in notifications about the same personal build
Log artifact download start instead of finish in the build log
Add success finish message on server artifact dependencies check
Coverage not found dialog 'Turn off ... ' link should open all projects list
State the agent push final status in the finish message
Make build configurations more visible on Current Problems page
Agent Push should show current server URL in the dialog

Bug
TW-1590 - TeamCity suggests to take responsibilities for configurtions I'm already responsible for
TW-2655 - Empty projects page if there is project without build configurations.
TW-4583 - Wrong server causes uncancellable logging in process and polling every second
TW-4734 - Windows tray notifier does not acknowledge builds taken responsibility for
TW-5300 - Use log4j configuration for VCS debug logging
TW-5325 - Do not show assemblies with no tests as individual tests
TW-5370 - Any Test Message overrides progress message
TW-5411 - Redirect to original page after login does not work if several tabs are open in the browser
TW-6294 - Take responsibility comment is not escaped
TW-6297 - FxCop: show results tab if no inspections reported
TW-7025 - Prevent internal-error-canceled builds from taking the agent in endless loop
TW-7083 - Agent can hang on server connection lost during artifacts downloading
TW-7422 - Multiline settings are incorrectly displayed on Settings tab
TW-7748 - Optimize IDE communication protocol
TW-7768 - Artifacts with no extension are not properly displayed in IE
TW-7988 - Allow to add myself to a group, provided this does not add more permissions then I already have
TW-8075 - Unable to download artifacts using artifact dependencies if source build has # in the build number
TW-9582 - Make Remote Run action available while IDEA indexes are not yet ready (dumb-aware)
TW-9771 - Windows Tray Notifier may show 2 icons: one logged in, second not logged in
TW-9821 - Internet Explorer download error using SSL
TW-10172 - Mercurial plugin saves concrete value in "Clone repository to" field that is left blank
TW-10198 - Mark new failed tests in "Failed tests from dependent builds" build results section
TW-10608 - Cannot Send Email with TLS/SSL via Microsoft Exchange
TW-10712 - Windows 7 does not keep the Notification Area settings of the tray notifier
TW-10744 - Wildcards in artifact paths match files in case sensitive manner under Windows
TW-10797 - Nant NUnit2 task may not break the build as set by the attributes
TW-10798 - Windows tray notifier should support IPv6 only connections
TW-10898 - Build is hanging forever resolving artifacts
TW-11092 - Can't get artifact dependencies from projects with ":" in the build number
TW-11363 - JetRegistry.exe is leaked in temp folder of build agent
TW-11386 - Display descriptive warning on no configurations for remote run
TW-11612 - References to environment properties are case-sensitive for Windows agents
TW-11614 - Empty "WARN-teamcity.out" log lines on command line runner execution
TW-11715 - Inappropriate mouse pointer over comment icon in build queue
TW-11726 - Changes of removed projects can be seen on My Changes
TW-11751 - Changing configuration XMLs directly may not update compatible agents for a queued build
TW-11773 - No audit entries on copying a template
TW-11834 - Add more diagnostics for System.IO.FileNotFoundException: Could not load file or assembly in NUnit runner
TW-11863 - Build number is not resolved is the build is not run due to snapshot dependencies failure
TW-11921 - TeamCity incorrectly shows test namespaces as ignored tests when "Run recently failed tests first" is
checked
TW-12000 - Remote run for git from IDEA can send content of the files from not selected changelist to the server
TW-12178 - When restoring configuration only, do not restore database.properties file
TW-12243 - Fail build on error during artifacts publishing (size limit exceeded and other errors from server)
TW-12270 - Tray notifier is not able to connect to server by https with custom certificate
TW-12277 - Collapsed projects on Overview are looking bad
TW-12309 - Support for Git in command line remote run tool
TW-12311 - VS add-in failed to logout from TeamCity server, if server is not accessible.
TW-12457 - Abstract NUnit test fixtures shouldn't be reported as ignored tests
TW-12458 - Assemblies that don't contain any tests shouldn't be reported as ignored tests
TW-12798 - Build hangs when running tests on Win 2003

TW-12798 - Build hangs when running tests on Win 2003
TW-12960 - On skipping build runners/steps because of a step failure, print info on the skipped steps into the build log
TW-12975 - "Check artifact dependencies" uses cached files list from source build
TW-13035 - Duplicates finder .net and national chars in files and path
TW-13081 - Allow to use last available build in artifact chooser if cannot resolve build number used in artifact
dependencies
TW-13114 - Recover after corrupted trigger pluginData files (Malformed \uxxxx encoding)
TW-13236 - Windows tray notifier does not display responsibility comment in the popup over "responsibility taken" icon
TW-13307 - Ensure "Amazon EC2 Micro Instances" supported
TW-13324 - Limit the number of IDEA notifications displayed to prevent too many notifications.
TW-13334 - Review and describe the type of properties on Risk Tests Reordering in Custom Test Runner doc page
TW-13391 - TeamCity package load failure after uninstalling VS add-in from VS 2008
TW-13426 - VS add-in patch failed to apply 'rename' + 'add' TFS changes
TW-13500 - Directory delete error should not add stacktrace into the build log
TW-13562 - Projects popup can truncate names of the projects and build configurations
TW-13601 - Failed to update agent type description: DBDuplicatedRowException: SQL error:SQL query: insert into
agent_type_param, SQL exception: Duplicate entry
TW-13661 - External status page shows status of archived projects
TW-13798 - TFS patch broken when renaming folders under VCS
TW-13803 - Exception in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
TW-13873 - Different spellings of cancelled/canceled on the same screen.
TW-14020 - Suspicious MSI filename in VS add-in installer
TW-14022 - Edit Report Tab Settings dialog is not saved on Ctrl+Enter
TW-14057 - Brush up "Agent with name "..." is already registered on server. " message in agent log
TW-14066 - NUnit on Linux using Mono fails (mono is not used to launch executable)
TW-14080 - MSBuild 'Message' task should be reported as single line in build log
TW-14140 - No way to copy part of the log line into clipboard from tree log view
TW-14159 - OutOfMemoryException when triggering personal build with large files
TW-14242 - Agents fails with internal error if serverUrl is empty
TW-14267 - Open in IDE does not work for IDEA when sources are checked out into subdirectory on agent
TW-14282 - Display server release date on Server's Licenses page
TW-14285 - "Issue not found" for Jira connection: Argument 2 for @NotNull parameter of
jetbrains/buildServer/issueTracker/IssueData.<init> must not be null
TW-14288 - Remove .NET Runtime settings from .net code coverage options
TW-14297 - No non-debug server logging on agent registration errors
TW-14372 - Extra newline before build error message on failed to start build errors
TW-14387 - No build status in email notification for failed Inspections build
TW-14456 - Aptana IDE: TeamCity Coverage Explorer view broken. See screenshot
TW-14462 - TeamCity distribution as a .war doesn't work in jetty (v7.2.0)
TW-14480 - "XML Report Processing" section appears earlier then ".NET Coverage" on NAnt runner settings
TW-14512 - Open test in IDE doesn't scroll to the test in the list
TW-14516 - Open in IDE for change file doesn't work in Idea (no VCS roots configured case)
TW-14542 - Agent can register without some plugins and be considered up-to-date (kill agent while unpacking plugins
case)
TW-14552 - Ctrl+Enter does not work in UFD control in Run custom build dialog
TW-14556 - Provide build step parameters description for Duplicates Finder runner
TW-14559 - Documentation about inspection profile information in pom.xml
TW-14569 - Brush up etFrameworkPropertiesExtension agent logging (found .Net frameworks)
TW-14574 - No details available on XML report parser errors
TW-14591 - TeamCity Failed Tests viewer is not updated after responsibility assignment
TW-14601 - Add validator for dotCover filter form
TW-14603 - NUnit assembly load errors are too verbose in the build log
TW-14631 - Eclipse Coverage "Select TC Build Configuration" form fails to update build numbers
TW-14641 - Too verbose logging by issue tracker integration: "Retrieving related issues for"
TW-14642 - Unnecessary database queries logging in server debug
TW-14656 - Swabra does not determine locking processes when cleaning at the build start
TW-14660 - Place handle-provider agent plugin into .BuildServer
TW-14662 - Brush up build log lines on killing processes that are locking a file
TW-14664 - Swabra settings description on Settings Build Configuration tab should full describe the configuraiton
TW-14668 - Dot rules (-:.) do not work in Swabra path to monitor patterns
TW-14675 - Describe migration from Ipr runner to IntelliJ IDEA project runner
TW-14682 - Too much "free disk space"-related logging in agent log
TW-14690 - VS addin: local changes - the "Expand all" button doesn't work
TW-14693 - VS addin: Local Changes view doesn't autorefresh after successfull auto-commit
TW-14711 - System problems should not allow build to finish successfully
TW-14712 - NUnit runner should fail if there were any configuration problems
TW-14714 - Number of project to create should be written even for maven project create action
TW-14717 - MSTest Runner does not fail if assembly not found
TW-14735 - NUnit runner reports test fixture as Ignored, if it contains only ignored test methods.
TW-14758 - NCover3 reporter args are not possible to set from service messages.
TW-14760 - Failed to view problemmatic tests from single build configuration in Google Chrome
TW-14765 - VS add-in hangs while collecting Perforce changes and crash with OutOfMemory exception after that.
TW-14774 - Git-provided libraries are added to agent classpath, while not necessary

TW-14774 - Git-provided libraries are added to agent classpath, while not necessary
TW-14776 - Progress window doesn't hide after delayed commit finished sometimes.
TW-14784 - "Apply patch" window opens on a second monitor hided by browser
TW-14791 - Wrong "Cannot find p4 executable in PATH" message on agent Perforce checkout
TW-14794 - Failed agent-side checkout error can be reported as "Failure" and partially not as "Failed to start" error
TW-14801 - Build fails with "NoSuchMethodError: org.junit.runner.Description.getClassName" when running JUnit run
configuration
TW-14802 - Wrong help link for "Path to the project" IDEA runner setting
TW-14804 - TFS Checkout on agent not working correctly ("The working folder is already in use" case)
TW-14813 - Excessive logging on git connection errors
TW-14814 - Multiple WARNs in server logs: "Registration of agent: ... failed. Agent with the same name ... is already
registered since ..." after server restart
TW-14815 - NPE on attempt to modify priority of the priority class
TW-14816 - Error when trying to change the priority number for Personal build priority class
TW-14817 - TeamCity IDE plugins cannot connect with: RemoteStatusManager.getGZippedSummary, error:
java.lang.NullPointerException
TW-14818 - Do not remove IDEA coverage results files if they created after the build start
TW-14825 - powershell-runner failed to start powershell in to specified bitness (x86, x64)
TW-14826 - Make P4 agent checkout client-related error messages more user-friendly
TW-14853 - NPE with jetty 7 when accessing /admin/editVcsRoot.html resource
TW-14855 - NPE in web on starting unpacked war under jetty 7
TW-14856 - TFS checkout on agent fails with "... cannot be cloaked because it does not have a mapped parent" (extra
minus checkout rule case)
TW-14866 - NUnit runner should fail (with no further steps processing) on inability to initialize
TW-14869 - Clean-up doesn't protect snapshot dependency
TW-14873 - Build may be marked as "Failed to start" on corresponding failure in its non-first step
TW-14885 - Do not download hidden artifacts via artifact dependencies by default
TW-14892 - dotCover coverage in MSTest runner with conditional compilation symbols produces no coverage
TW-14896 - Report a readable error message when trying to run Maven with Java older than 1.5
TW-14901 - IPR builds fail on teamcity 6
TW-14906 - "Too many important messages" message can appear no last on the important messages tab
TW-14927 - Deleting agent temp directory while agent is running can cause IOException: The system cannot find the
path specified
TW-14928 - No link to build from "failed to start" popup (non-admin user case)
TW-14933 - xml-report-plugin fails with ClassNotFoundException:
com.sun.org.apache.xerces.internal.parsers.SAXParser (IBM JDK case)
TW-14935 - Several warn messages about incorrect responsibility entry in the server log
TW-14939 - Files become modified without checkout after the pre-tested commit in Perforce
TW-14940 - IDEA project runner tries to remove checkout directory if artifact output path is set to project dir
TW-14943 - Allow to change agent compatible build configuration before agent authorization
TW-14949 - setupAdmin.html page does not accept login name longer then 50 characters
TW-14958 - Retry build trigger does not consider "Failed to start" build as failed
TW-14959 - dotCover should produce descriptive warnings on no code coverage collected
TW-14969 - Saving a priority class pops up an error message
TW-14971 - Builds with IDEA code coverage enabled fail after upgrading to TeamCity 6
TW-14973 - Patch is broken error after upgrading from 5.1.4 to 6.0
TW-14989 - YouTrack integration: project name and commit summary are not HTML-escaped
TW-14999 - java.io.IOException: cleartool: Error: Bad command line: unterminated quoted string.
TW-15005 - Can't run JUnit run-configuration - ClassNotFoundException
TW-15008 - Mercurial plugin does not detect changes in merge commits
TW-15013 - IDEA project runner fails to build project in case of Subversion agent side checkout
TW-15016 - Current problems may contain incorrect information for a failed test
TW-15026 - TFS server plugin leaks TC-TFS* folders under server's TEMP
TW-15033 - IntelliJ IDEA Project build runner creates .JAR files with duplicated .class when final .EAR contains cyclic
dependencies
TW-15052 - TeamCity not retrieving all changes from TFS
TW-15059 - Out of memory in JavaC in Team City version 6
TW-15065 - Nant build runner target framework selection doesn't work
TW-15100 - Build feature parameters are not validated
TW-15103 - org.codehaus.plexus.component.repository.exception.ComponentLookupException at end of Maven project
run
TW-15111 - Replace Ivy-based artifact dependency resolver
TW-15129 - Exception on deleting a build from the build queue
TW-15130 - Incorrect unresolved Project Modules and Path Variables (path variable-like expression is found in a field
not supporting path references)
TW-15135 - Inconsistent build trigger description for personal builds
TW-15136 - dotCover occasionally fails without an obvious cause
TW-15139 - Error while trying to add artifact dependency
TW-15141 - Strange message when submitting pre-tested commit
TW-15146 - PowerShell runner: "no other arguments to -Command are permitted" error
TW-15155 - Windows tray notifier does not upgrade
TW-15167 - Using the same target archive file name when publishing artifacts produces wrong archive content
TW-15168 - Build History Clean-up doesn't complete and TeamCity sometimes hangs

TW-15168 - Build History Clean-up doesn't complete and TeamCity sometimes hangs
TW-15170 - Incorrect selection in agent requirement Edit dialog
TW-15175 - EA-24978 - assert: Alarm._addRequest
TW-15177 - Build can start with partly deleted files (failed clean checkout force because of file locking)
TW-15203 - Some web GUI elements are invisible
TW-15205 - IDEA coverage does not generate coverage report if there is one more step in the build
TW-15210 - MSTest parse error (null appearing as test name in the log)
TW-15221 - Eclipse plugin doesn't set properties
TW-15235 - TeamCity menu can open with missing items
TW-15236 - Open in IDE for IDEA when not logged into TeamCity produces no messages
TW-15238 - Long commit comment cannot be seen with mouse over
TW-15246 - Blinking expand icon in tree view
TW-15252 - Failed to start email notification generated for personal build of another user
TW-15254 - My Changes should not include projects if they are filtered out from Overview page
TW-15256 - Invalid backup can be created when backing up configurations only (missing metadata-version.dat file)
TW-15263 - Rename "Properties and Environment Variables" build settings section into "Build Parameters"
TW-15265 - TeamCity reports an error with the delete ant task when there's no error
TW-15266 - NUnit runner may run Explicit tests if any categories are defined
TW-15274 - Get exception when trying to see build detatils
TW-15278 - Occasional JS error under IE8 (configure visible projects dialog)
TW-15280 - No rollover item highlighting/click processing for pupup menu from username in the header
TW-15281 - Display properties inherited from the project on build configuration properties pages
TW-15296 - Cleanup after some archived-build deletions takes 6.5hr and counting on MS-SQL hosted on VM
TW-15302 - On remote run on personal branch VCS roots are added to the project and not deleted
TW-15305 - Changes might be not detected (exclude checkout rule from one of build configurations is considered global
for some reason)
TW-15306 - Multiple builds can be triggered for a single "personal" branch push
TW-15312 - java.lang.Error happend in @BeforeClass method of JUnit4 suite is not reported
TW-15317 - Default MIME type should be "application/octet-stream" not "text/plain"
TW-15320 - Cannot see personal change details via REST API
TW-15335 - Xml report plugin eats too much CPU
TW-15337 - Include SVNKit version 1.3.5 or later
TW-15341 - Logging is too verbose
TW-15344 - Highlight my changes does not work on overview.
TW-15357 - Branch remote run doesn't work if build configuration has snapshot dependencies
TW-15359 - New artifacts resolver cleans destination directory for each artifact dependency separately
TW-15360 - Plugin wrongly filters projects when using Perforce
TW-15367 - Too verbose logging on error starting a build from remote run branch
TW-15368 - Remove configHistory directory from .BuildServer/system
TW-15370 - Unify placement of name field for VCS and build step
TW-15371 - Build step name is listed in Build Runner column on steps configuration admin page
TW-15373 - JavaScript error on opening build popup
TW-15375 - Save agent thread dump into separate file instead of teamcity-agent.log
TW-15385 - Attempt to clean old team city Perforce workspaces results in build failure on unrelated agent
TW-15387 - UserNotFoundException when trying to start remote run
TW-15407 - New artifacts resolver does not re-try artifacts downloading after the I/O error
TW-15408 - PropertyNotFoundException on project responsibilities tab
TW-15409 - No separators in build status text
TW-15412 - NUnit Step Failed with Failed to parse arguments - No assemblies were found.
TW-15418 - Count of failed tests in build short info doesn't match to the number of failed tests in popup
TW-15425 - Out of memory exception on many configurations and no database data (complex checkout rules case)
TW-15429 - Server can sit hanging locking on database as all connections are busy while they are not
TW-15445 - VS addin doesn't perform SVN commit if a directory with inner files have been addded
TW-15454 - HSQL: verify that the HSQL DB directory is existent, writeable, have a space, and "buildserver.lck" file is
writeable too
TW-15458 - Value field has different layout in IE
TW-15493 - Cannot specify file path with space in NCover arguments
TW-15495 - Downloaded artifacts in build should log exact path and to the dest path
TW-15497 - Exception on edit configuration step
TW-15512 - Builds of deleted build configuration might be not deleted from history (and their artifacts preserved), if the
builds were artifact-used in other builds
TW-15514 - Editing the VCS root name might not change available build.vcs.number.* properties
TW-15517 - Message logged inside a test makes test failed
TW-15522 - Expanded test details can be collapsed on build results
TW-15526 - No way to see what is modified in new tabbed custom run dialog
TW-15532 - Run custom build dialog removes newlines from the properties values
TW-15535 - Javascript error on build configuration dependencies page
TW-15536 - Garbage overlapping text in artifacts field
TW-15539 - Text is not readable on general settings
TW-15543 - Exception on edit configuration settings tab
TW-15546 - Incorrect artifact publishing path is used by the build (checkout directory is a substring case)
TW-15550 - Search icon is missed
TW-15554 - Two independent servers and agents only sharing the perforce user id can affect each other

TW-15554 - Two independent servers and agents only sharing the perforce user id can affect each other
TW-15574 - Responsibility assigned notification should not be green
TW-15580 - After opening the Overview page some of my projects are collapsed every time (TC doesn't remember
status anymore)
TW-15581 - Artifact dependency to /.teamcity/ folder is not accessible
TW-15582 - Build status/progress messages do not include project name in sln builds
TW-15584 - Coverage report can be not generated due to too long name for generated HTML files
TW-15597 - java.util.ConcurrentModificationException is thrown from artifact dependencies resolver
TW-15600 - "Unexpected Error" at Build Configuration Home Page/Statistics tab. Build #17268
TW-15615 - In case of server problems, local page becomes strange
TW-15622 - Artifact Cache must handle disk content corruption
TW-15629 - IntelliJ IDEA plugin pre-tested commit stopped working
TW-15631 - Main Page: the second project collapses time to time even when user does nothing
TW-15635 - Running builds on build configuration home page are too narrow if large font is selected
TW-15638 - Incorrect date is shown on overview page for last finished build
TW-15639 - After click on Remove responsibility link TeamCity shows dialog with list of tests and tells me that I am
responsible for these tests, but I am not
TW-15643 - Teamcity+Ubuntu+Mono2.10+msbuild == Unmet requirements
TW-15657 - TeamCity 6.0.2 died - Cloud integration - NullReferenceException when retrieving list of instances
TW-15658 - Building zipped artifacts with utf-8 filenames
TW-15669 - JPS runner does not pack MANIFEST.MF into jar
TW-15687 - Wrong deprecation note for system.agent.work.dir
TW-15689 - Improve IDEA activation logging
TW-15692 - REST: Allow to get/modify own user details via REST
TW-15696 - Green build configurations should not appear in the problems list on Current Problems
TW-15700 - Perforce checkout on agent error: Cannot start process, the working directory does not exist
TW-15708 - Bug in grouping on failed tests on test details page
TW-15720 - Build agent may not finish upgrade if buildAgent.properties contains non-standard value for systemDir
TW-15721 - agentParameters.jsp EL expression exception.
TW-15723 - Opening admin page for non-existent build configuration silently redirects to root administration page
TW-15751 - TeamCity fails to collect changes from git repository with some cipher algoritms in ssh keys
TW-15755 - PostgreSQL - TeamCity could not work with database when their tables are placed in user-defined schema
TW-15771 - Running build status is not updated in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
TW-15772 - Exception in MuteTestController
TW-15773 - IntelliJ IDEA plugin incorrectly starts build with custom parameters if one of parameter values is multiline
TW-15775 - It is possible to assign responsibility for ignored test, but the system does not show appropriate icon after
that
TW-15777 - Perforce checkout on agent always performs clean checkout
TW-15790 - Maven Build Info is not shown for old builds, maybe because of cleanup process deleting hidden artifacts
TW-15817 - SVN Checkout hangs on OS X
TW-15838 - NPE on server submitting agent push dialog from a page that was not reloaded since previous server start
TW-15850 - REST API - running:any does not list any running jobs
TW-15853 - JavaScript error (document.forms0.name.focus is not a function) on trying to add new build configuration
when build configuration limit is reached
TW-15861 - Duplicates Finder (.NET) Does Not Use the Mercurial (DVCS) Cache
TW-15862 - Unified Diff is empty in TC VS add-in
TW-15874 - Extra text area resizing triangle that does nothing (FF4, Chrome)
TW-15887 - Error "No tag "collapsibleTests" defined in tag library imported with prefix "tt"" appears at build results
Overview page
TW-15895 - Tray Notifier restarts non-stop
TW-15902 - MS SQL: inspections cleanup hang if MS SQL server choosed nested loops instead of merge or hash join
TW-15912 - Artifact cache is not cleaned on not enough disk free space
TW-15917 - My database.properties file was overwritten by restore process
TW-15918 - Exception on attempt to view archived project page (Agra)
TW-15919 - IndexOutOfBoundsException when artifact dependeny on tag could not find a build with the tag
TW-15920 - Validate tag specification in artifact dependency dialog to be not empty
TW-15921 - References are not supported in tag field of artifact dependency specification
TW-15922 - Improve error message on inability to overwrite the file on artifacts dependency preparing
TW-15923 - Artifact dependency on tag: tag value is not escaped on rendering
TW-15937 - Runner type in the build log should be the same as on Build Steps configuration page
TW-15942 - unexpected exception on agent logs if agent is unavailable
TW-15945 - VCS trigger stops to work after system time changes
TW-15951 - Jabber notification should not send notification for every test
TW-15952 - Parameters completion stops working if field value contains some text
TW-15958 - PowerShell plugin issues
TW-15960 - Node selection at "Local Changes" screen resets every 5 seconds
TW-15965 - Exception in logs on cleanup
TW-15968 - Custom run dialog is too small
TW-15969 - Custom parameters run dialog should be resizable
TW-15974 - Expand all/Collapse all actions for ignored tests in a build
TW-15989 - Spelling error in 'External Diff Viewer' message box
TW-15992 - NullPointerException during collecting changes
TW-15993 - Precious UI space not used properly

TW-15993 - Precious UI space not used properly
TW-16010 - Installation of the handle.exe did not set agents in the upgrade state
TW-16011 - Swabra reports that there are two locking processes while in fact there is one process only
TW-16016 - PowerShell Plugin for TeamCity doesn't allow params to be passed into PowerShell Script
TW-16022 - JavaScript error on steps listing page: BS.runnerActionsRUNNER_VS is undefined
TW-16038 - ver.SERVERexecutors.lpExecutor - Unable to put task to queue because maximum capacity exceeded
TW-16047 - NuGet package mime type missing
TW-16051 - Double "profile profile" in EC2 unrecoverable error log message
TW-16056 - Broken text field sizes on build configuration settings
TW-16073 - Filtering drop downs become usual drop downs after filter application under IE
TW-16075 - FileNotFoundException (Is a directory) error in IntelliJ IDEA project runner if there are directories under
.idea/runConfigurations (e.g. Subversion agent-side checkout)
TW-16080 - Cannot see all builds in build configuration list when adding new notification rule
TW-16084 - Ctrl+Enter does not save form when inside text area
TW-16093 - Parameters Report filter is not applied on Enter
TW-16094 - Parameters report does not display any server-side errrors
TW-16095 - Restrict agent parameters report to be available only for authorized users
TW-16097 - Incorrect path variable detection in
TW-16106 - Cannot access git repository using scp-like url, although it works fine from command line
TW-16108 - Non-latin characters are not displayed in Tree view of Build Log
TW-16115 - Popup layout is broken
TW-16120 - Executable bit is lost on unpacking .tar.gz archive via TeamCity artifact dependencies
TW-16130 - MSBuild task is picking up 2.0 xbuild.exe instead of the available 4.0 version
TW-16131 - AccessDeniedException in server log after cleanup: You do not have enough permissions to access VCS
root (Cannot read property: potentiallyResponsibleUsers)
TW-16133 - VS Addin: Bad error message when trying to log in with wrong password
TW-16134 - Enter can submit the form (like Ctrl+Enter) in text area
TW-16135 - Ignored tests reason is not shown on build overview
TW-16139 - Build with modified VCS path via custom run build dialog may build not current sources
TW-16142 - Maximum Artifact Size has maximun of 2147483647 (2^31-1)
TW-16153 - Snapshot dependency build cannot resolve dep. property in checkout rules during checkout
TW-16166 - Build without VCS roots should not log "Checking for changes" into the build log
TW-16170 - Make "Fetch artifacts on update" option hidden by default
TW-16171 - Reset button is missing in personal build customization dialog
TW-16180 - HttpActivationServerComponent must be project level
TW-16195 - Notification link is expected to open 'My Investigations' not a web on IDEA plugin
TW-16212 - Do not display Mute text for users that do not have mute test permission
TW-16213 - When opening run custom build dialog with fixed change, display the fixed change as modified parameter
TW-16228 - Maven Snapshot Dependency trigger not locating settings.xml from M2_HOME
TW-16246 - Artifacts dependency tree should not add more than one file in a input field
TW-16254 - Build changes link may dot display triangle for the changes popup
TW-16256 - Cannot open files dropdown (access denied error for a VCS root)
TW-16258 - Customized build configuration parameters are not designeated anyhow in the remote run dialog list
TW-16261 - View agent logs page reloads without user action
TW-16267 - Wrong mouse cursor over files in artifacts chooser popup in artifact dependency
TW-16273 - Publishing Artifact duration incorrrect
TW-16308 - NPE in artifacts tree
TW-16314 - Swabra provides unnecessary logging when downloading handle.exe
TW-16320 - Eclipse plug-in unable to log in ("You do not have enough permissions to access build type with id" on the
server side case)
TW-16323 - Problem creating Maven configurations from POM file (Perforce case)
TW-16340 - NPE in ResponsibilityInfo.getResponsibleUser
TW-16341 - Commit action is disabled for remote run
TW-16342 - Change "Load" caption on Load Handle page to "Proceed" or "Continue"
TW-16344 - Incorrect grouping by date on MyChanges page
TW-16349 - Show test stacktrace downloading progress on build overview
TW-16357 - ADE on attempt to retrieve default label text (to show it on build changes page)
TW-16358 - NPE in Email notifier
TW-16360 - Ignored tests section should be collapsed by default
TW-16361 - Exception in changes popup of personal build
TW-16377 - Incorrect placement of property completion popup in run custom build dialog under IE8
TW-16394 - JavaScript errors on custom run dialog opening for specific property names
TW-16395 - JavaScript error on view agent push full log page
TW-16401 - NPE in TeamCityColoredTreeRenderer
TW-16407 - Sections expand / collapse does not work on Problems & Tests tab (for all sections except last)
TW-16412 - Exception in idea.log if local coverage is enabled
TW-16430 - Do not log messages regarding personal patch in the build log if personal build does not have personal
patch
TW-16435 - CME in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
TW-16441 - MSTest runner does not work if input test assemblies path was quoted
TW-16455 - Agent push doesn't work (Safari case)?
TW-16456 - Agent push doesn't work on FF
TW-16470 - Rename agent push plugin on plugins list

TW-16470 - Rename agent push plugin on plugins list
TW-16476 - Do not add trash into server log on agent push operation error
TW-16478 - Add ellipsis to "Install agent" button
TW-16479 - Misleading messages on agent push: different in short and full log, unclear outcome
TW-16485 - Wrong path of bootstrapper.sh uploading on agent push
TW-16487 - Agent push cannot find Java if JAVA_HOME is correctly defined in .bashrc
TW-16488 - Agent push should describe how the agent is installed (service or not) in the log
TW-16493 - Handle filtering properly in case when there is no open project(s)
TW-16508 - IllegalArgumentException from DBVcsModificationHistory.filterBuildTypeModifications
TW-16513 - Cannot open Version Control Settings in IE7
TW-16515 - Exception can appears when configuration with failed build doesn't has assigned responsibility
TW-16516 - Field doesn't escape HTML tags
TW-16517 - Brush up investigation texts all over UI
TW-16519 - Cannot make a specific user investigator for a test
TW-16522 - JavaScript error "failedTestsBlock is not defined" on switching tests list presentation on build results
TW-16524 - Bad spacing/alignment of responsibility and mute icons
TW-16526 - VS plugin doesn't commit changes when "commit if no new tests failed" and no new tests failed
TW-16527 - Test muted with unmute on specific date is not considered muted in a build
TW-16537 - IDEA plugin shows non-related projects
TW-16539 - Sort supported agent runners by name
TW-16540 - Project muted tests table looks strange if no muted tests
TW-16545 - Describe agent push settings in Amazon EC2 to the user
TW-16558 - Failed to open code coverage in latest IDEA 10.5
TW-16559 - Cannot download build artifacts: 404 - Artifact does not exist:
TW-16561 - Display the time when a test will be unmuted
TW-16574 - My Changes page doesn't show regular builds with changes from personal builds on branches
TW-16578 - Could not assign responsibily on test level until got project administrator rights
TW-16580 - Mutes: Violation of unique constraint after cleanup
TW-16587 - Separate log for remote run on branch processing
TW-16594 - Improve investigation/mute dialog to simplify labels
TW-16599 - Opening Investigation/Mute dialog scroll browser page to the top and the dialog can become not visible
TW-16607 - Display names of EC2 security groups
TW-16615 - Agent push command is not executed after EC2 instance started
TW-16616 - Shortcut 'p' for all projects popup does not work on my changes page
TW-16626 - Test in the Investigate/Mute dialog window lacks "investigated" icon
TW-16630 - If I select an option which hides all issues in issue log, I cannot unselect the option and cannot get the list
back
TW-16632 - Brush up muted test popup
TW-16641 - Incorrect number of new failed tests in change summary on My Changes
TW-16642 - Maven configuration uses agent-side checkout for Git which might fail because no Git is installed on agent
TW-16652 - "1 recoverable failure" when I check artifact dependencies on server
TW-16655 - Improve agent push logging on EC2 image starting
TW-16657 - Exception on Investigations tab
TW-16663 - Switch to Bulk mode if there are multiple sections with tests changes toolbars for all of the sections
TW-16670 - Invalid layout on Projects page in IE 7
TW-16671 - StackOverflowError during build parameters calculation
TW-16672 - No license terms are displayed on downloading SysInternals tools
TW-16675 - JavaScript error "Error: $("swabra.rules_DragCorner") is null" on editing XML report build feature after
opening Swabra build feature settings
TW-16676 - Unclear and wrong "Destination path contains potentially unsafe characters." message on artifacts
dependency configuration
TW-16677 - Special characters are not escaped in properties names
TW-16678 - No validation for incorrectly entered date in mute test dialog
TW-16684 - Unescaped string in breadcrubms via build number status
TW-16685 - Failed to start message is not using proper HTML escaping
TW-16686 - Unescaped build configuration name in Start Investigation dialog
TW-16688 - Brush up investigation labels for build configuration investigation
TW-16690 - No suitable build configurations can be displayed in remote run dialog if filtering by current project is
turned on
TW-16703 - Link "Install build agent" doesn't work on Agent Push tab
TW-16717 - Different font size is used at View Modification page
TW-16725 - VS addin empty project filter details dialog
TW-16729 - Cannot remove muting in a specific build configuration if the test is muted in several
TW-16732 - Previously seemingly unlimited characters for issue tracker project keys now limited to 100 characters
TW-16759 - My Changes page adds new change block instead of refreshing existing one
TW-16760 - Ctrl-Tab & Ctrl-Shift-Tab switch tabs on My Changes
TW-16761 - autocompletion should not be shown for password fields
TW-16770 - Agent push fails with unclear error message "Auth fail" when password authentication is not turned on on
Linux machine
TW-16780 - Autocompletion loads completions in cycle and never reach the end
TW-16785 - Remove "No responsibility is taken yet" text from the tooltip on tray notifier icon
TW-16789 - Investigation is auto removed once all test runs are muted in the project?
TW-16804 - Click on 'Ignore whitespaces' on diff view for guest user with 'Project developer' role redirect to overwiew

TW-16804
page
TW-16806
TW-16813
TW-16826
TW-16856
TW-16857
TW-16859
TW-16866
TW-16872
TW-16895
TW-16902
TW-16931
TW-16937
TW-16956
TW-16958

- Click on 'Ignore whitespaces' on diff view for guest user with 'Project developer' role redirect to overwiew
-

Unify "view all" message presentation on the Problems and Builds tab (MyChanges page)
MyChanges page does not display some builds triggered as a result of personal build.
Re-name the Apply button (Investigation/Mute dialog)
Tests tab may not update on View select box change
Bulk mode resets automatically after some time (10-20 seconds)
Amazon EC2 integration does not work with VPC
'Error accessing server' in create trigger dialog on click on 'Save' when trigger is not selected
Incorrect checkbox selection in bulk mode of test grouping in IE8
Source file paths are listed as <unknown> in FindBugs inspections results
Redirect to original URL after login does not work
My changes page shows no changes
layout problem in bulk mode
Missing documentation page?
JavaScript injection in VCS root name (build configuration page)

Exception
TW-14614 - TF248021: You have specified a query string that is not valid when you use the query method for a flat list
of work items. You cannot specify a parame
TW-14805 - Error during delete file. Caused by: The process cannot access the file 'C:\Documents and
Settings\yan06d\Local Settings\Application Data\JetBrains\Te
TW-14807 - The file 'C:\Users\jonas.ICS\AppData\Local\JetBrains\TeamCity\v5.9\vs9.0\DelayedCommit.Settings.xml'
already exists.
TW-14831 - View node is no longer valid:
TW-14834 - Error executing dispatcher action SolutionDirectoriesCollector.VisitSolution on <NULL>:1. Reentrant-safe
execution of the action GuardedExecute cannot
TW-14859 - Vs add-in failed to create patch for directory 'replace' Subversion change
TW-14860 - Enumerable contains more than one matching element
TW-14868 - An exception has occurred in
JetBrains.TeamCity.ChangesView.ChangesView.ChangesViewToolWindowPane.BeforeSolutionClosed Object reference
not set to an
TW-14871 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-15121 - Unable to collect changes - NullPointerException
TW-15127 - Must specify valid information for parsing in the string.
TW-15133 - EA-24892 - CNFE: PluginClassLoader.loadClass
TW-15161 - Error during delete file. Caused by: The process cannot access the file
'C:\Users\Dan\AppData\Local\JetBrains\TeamCity\v5.9\vs9.0\DelayedCommit.User.S
TW-15237 - Login is processing
TW-15555 - Error during delete file. Caused by: The process cannot access the file 'D:\Documents and
Settings\iyoder\Local Settings\Application Data\JetBrains\Te
TW-15561 - Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-15663 - Error during delete file. Caused by: Access to the path
'C:\Users\Chrisd\AppData\Local\Temp\TeamCity.svn-commit-files11904_12992447388063.data.tmp' is
TW-15789 - An exception has occurred in
JetBrains.TeamCity.RemoteRun.LocalChanges.ToolWindow.LocalChangesToolWindowPane.BeforeSolutionClosed Error
during delete
TW-15827 - Value cannot be null. Parameter name: changeListId
TW-16354 - exception in idea console
TW-16421 - Idea plugin: BuildTypeProxy.getResponsibilityInfo must not return null
TW-16464 - My Changes problem with expanded block on Jetty 7.4
TW-16571 - Unhandled exception in VS add-in on opening solution in case of incorrect path to svn.exe
TW-16786 - Service Unavailable
TW-16787 - Service Unavailable

Performance Problem
TW-12039
TW-12169
TW-14884
TW-15083
TW-15195
TW-15533
TW-15725
TW-15797
TW-16037
TW-16227

-

LDAP Synchronisation queries for all LDAP Users
Local changes tree freezes if toggle check state of root item
Generating dotCover HTML report takes much time
SVN externals caches mostly do not work
Supported uncompressed transfer for cloning and checking out tags in Mercurial
Expanding a project on overview is too slow
getPotentiallyResponsibleUsers() can slowdown build results page
Mercurial Cloning Takes Forever
massive native memory leak causing exhaustion of physical system memory
Incremental patch creation and transfer hanging/taking a long time in Starteam.

Cosmetics
TW-2675 - When no project is opened, TeamCity menu items are not shown, should be disabled instead
TW-7933 - Paraphrasing and corrections in a notification for "Perforce" settings tab
TW-13679 - UI artifacts of IDEA plugin using GTK Look and feel.
TW-13847 - Changes to the Responsibility dialog.
TW-14028 - NUnit crash message inconsistent
TW-14048 - Refine "Server communication failure" dialog
TW-14121 - Align VCS root list in "Label this build" dialog
TW-14332 - Review alignments at maintenance mode pages
TW-15020 - Use new platform scrollbars
TW-15102 - Misspelling on Local Changes dialog
TW-15338 - Incorrect Grammar on Error Message
TW-15798 - Rename button "Recreate database
TW-15928 - Improve incompatibility message text
TW-15966 - Add svn files dialog width should be enough to show default message
TW-16123 - Typos in generation dotCover report build log
TW-16162 - Don't show exception name in login error when server in maintenance mode
TW-16282 - Installer Typo
TW-16356 - "/>" is show in responsibility popup under chrome
TW-16372 - Remove excessive capitalization in "Free disk space requirement" build log message
TW-16533 - Perforce settings looks ugly under IE9
TW-16595 - Rename Investigate/Mute action into Investigation/Mute
TW-16696 - Change popup icon in diff view
TW-16740 - Text clipping in My Changes pane warning
TW-16868 - Type field in Maven Artifact Dependency Trigger has default value and there is no need in separate label for
that

